Vessel Sealing Bipolar may Contribute to Safety Bloodless Resection for the Patients with Hemangioma of the Tongue
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Abstract

Recently, clinical usefulness of using LigaSure™ system with vessel-sealing devices and the Valleylab™ electrode knife (Covidien, USA) for head and neck cancer surgery was widely reported. These devices were used to resection of small hemangioma for 71 and 78 year-old women with small hemangiomas of the lateral surface of the tongue. The resection by LigaSure™ system for the treatment of small tongue hemangioma was bloodless and short-time surgery with no complication.
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Introduction

Hemangioma is a benign tumor of dilated blood vessels. It is commonly seen in the head and neck region but rarely in the oral cavity. Hemangiomas require appropriate treatments with controlled intra-operative bleeding, especially in the oral cavity [1]. LigaSure™ Small jaw (LSSJ) (Covidien, USA) is one of the novel vessel sealing devices. LSSJ is used to seal vessels and tissue for safe resection in head and neck surgery [2,3]. LSSJ system is a safe, effective, and time-saving piece of equipment for use during parotid gland surgery. The vessel sealing system applies a precise pressure and energy for transformation of the collagen and elastin within vessel walls and forming a permanent sealing. Our result of the harvesting a pectoral is major cutaneous flap using the LigaSure™ Impact vessel-sealing device was excellent on the viewpoint of for small quantity of intra-operative bleeding [3].

Technical Note

Recently, we tried to use LSSJ for resection of small tongue hemangioma in 2 patients. They were 71 and 78 year-old women with small hemangiomas of the lateral surface of the tongue. Their lesions were enlarged slowly in the recent few years, however, there were no history of associated pain or bleeding from the site. Their sizes were measuring of 18 × 16 mm (Figures 1 and 2) and 20 × 17 mm (Figures 3 and 4) on these MR images, respectively. As these lesions were clearly shown by MR images, ultrasonography was not done. Hypertension was observed with both patients. Under general anesthesia, 3.0-ml 2% Lidocain without adrenalin was used to prevent the hemangioma from shrinkage. LigaSure™ Valleylab Mode, mixture cutting and coagulation mode, electric cautery (LSVEC) (Covidien, USA) attached a needle tip with a fine point was used to incise the surface of the margin of hemangioma (Figures 5 and 6). Then, the hemangiomas were completely resected by LSSJ with secure sealing and cutting of the surrounding muscle including invisible microveins. Major nutrient vessels of the tumors were not observed (Figures 7 and 8). The time required for resection and suturing were around 10 minutes, and blood loss were extremely small amount of 1 g. Each wound was closed by 4/0 absorbable and nylon surgical suture. Postoperative local complications were not observed, and wound healing was good. At 1-week postoperative follow-up, the symmetry of the tongue was confirmed (Figures 9 and 10). Both histopathological reports confirmed the diagnosis of cavernous hemangioma. Patients were obtained for this publication.

Figure 1: Isolated hemangioma on the left side of the tongue.

Figure 2: MR image of the hemangioma (18 × 16 mm) located on the left side of the tongue in colonal plane.

Figure 3: Isolated hemangioma on the right side of the tongue.

Figure 4: MR image of the hemangioma (20 × 17 mm) located on the right side of the tongue in colonal plane.

Figure 5: Incision the surface layer of the periphery of hemangioma by LigaSure ValleylabMode™ (mixture cutting and coagulation mode) electric cautery (LSVEC) (Covidien, USA) with a straight needle tip.

Figure 6: Incision the surface layer of the periphery of hemangioma by LigaSure ValleylabMode™ electric cautery with a straight needle tip.

Figure 7: Resection by LigaSure small jaw (LSSJ) with securely sealing and cutting muscle included invisible micro-veins.

Figure 8: Resection by LigaSure small jaw.

Figure 9: At post-operative 7 days the wound was good. The symmetry of the tongue was confirmed.

Figure 10: At post-operative 7 days the wound was good.
Discussion and Conclusions

The appearance of cavernous hemangioma rarely occur on the tongue. Early stage of hemangioma may be very cellular with solid nests of plump endothelial cells and little vascular lumen. It was difficult to control bleeding during surgical excision with cold knife. The tongue hemangioma requires careful consideration for consequent bleeding [1]. As a conservative treatment, intralesional laser treatment of the tongue vascular lesions was effective, however, slight paresthesia and ulcer formation were occurred as complications [4]. Regarding embolization for the treatment of the small cavernous hemangioma of the tongue, no change in the appearance and size of the mass was observed by sclerosing agent. Finally, a surgical excision was carried out [1]. Sclerotherapy remains the initial treatment of choice for symptomatic lesions, but there is a lack of reliable and comparable evidence to confirm its effectiveness and that of other treatments [5]. Plasma Knife surgery with radiofrequency (PK) was developed as a new cautery. There was no bleeding during the cauterezation of the small hemangioma and no recurrence postoperatively, however, the wound healing required around three weeks [6]. The localized and superficial hemangiomas of the tongue have been treated by conventional resection with cold knife, cauterezation by PK, and intraleional laser treatment. In the meantime, the resection by LSSJ and LSVEC for the treatment of small tongue hemangioma was some advantages at the points of bloodless and short-time surgery with no complication in comparison with other treatments mentioned above.

In conclusion, vessel sealing bipolar is one of the feasible device for resection of small hemangioma of the tongue.
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